Multidisciplinary approach and treatment options in right ventricular outflow tract malformations
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Background: Among patients with congenital heart disease, implantation of a valved conduit is common practice for surgical reconstruction of malformations involving the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT). The conduit has limited durability, and treatments with surgical replacement and transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement (TPVR) are common. Previous studies indicate that TPVR, despite being a less invasive alternative, is not used for the majority of these patients.

Methods and results: This is a descriptive study of the medical records of 100 consecutive adult patients with RVOT malformations who were evaluated a total of 118 times between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2015, at meetings of the hospital’s multidisciplinary heart patient review board, in which relevant specialists make all treatment decisions on each case through a consensus process. The most common overall outcome decision was surgical conduit implantation. In 51 cases, the patient had a pre-existing conduit and, of those, 16 cases were recommended for TPVR. In seven of those 16, TPVR could not be performed, most commonly due to the risk of coronary compression or unfavorable conduit anatomy.

Conclusion: Among patients with congenital heart disease involving the RVOT, surgical conduit implantation was the main treatment both in native RVOT malformations and in the case of a pre-existing dysfunctional conduit, despite the introduction of TPVR. Although the hospital’s multidisciplinary heart patient review board often recommended TPVR, it was found to be unfeasible in many cases. The main reasons were risk of coronary compression and unfavorable conduit anatomy.
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Introduction

Patients with congenital heart disease constitute a large and heterogeneous group. New ways of treating this group more effectively have resulted in longer life expectancy over recent decades.1,2 Possible factors contributing to this increased survival are the development and implementation of several successful surgical procedures, improved diagnostics, centralized care, and the introduction of procedures using the percutaneous endovascular technique.

Malformations of the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) or pulmonary artery are common in congenital heart disease. Such malformations may be present in isolated forms or associated with concomitant lesions.

One important improvement in the care of this patient group was the introduction of surgical conduit replacement, in which a biological or human-tissue conduit
containing a valve is implanted; this enables reconstruction of the RVOT and pulmonary artery in cases where a native RVOT is missing or not amenable to repair. There are numerous cardiac malformations that can be treated using a conduit to reconstruct the RVOT; these include tetralogy of Fallot, transposition of the great arteries with ventricular septal defect, truncus arteriosus, pulmonary atresia, and double outlet right ventricle. It is also used in aortic valve stenosis implanted with a Ross procedure.

Despite excellent early palliation the conduit has limited durability, and repeated operations with replacement of dysfunctional conduits are common.

Transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement (TPVR), which was introduced in Sweden in 2008, is a procedure where a dysfunctional conduit is repaired. TPVR is not used in native RVOT without a conduit. A stent-mounted bovine jugular vein containing a valve (Melody valve, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) is implanted in the conduit via the femoral vein, thus limiting the number of open heart surgeries. The technical implantation success rate of Melody is reported to be about 90%, and it provides a high degree of significant hemodynamic improvement, resulting in reduced right ventricular pressure, reduced pulmonary valve regurgitation, and reduction of right ventricular volume. Valve size is a limitation since the Melody valve is only available in sizes 18–22 mm, making it unsuitable for large dilated conduits.

However, there are both short-term and long-term risks associated with TPVR. The most common short-term risks include compression of a coronary artery, conduit rupture, and vascular complications. Long-term risks include endocarditis, stent fracture, and progressive dysfunction of the TPVR such as obstruction and valve regurgitation.

To optimize decisions regarding treatment for this particular patient group, all patients considered for intervention of the RVOT or pulmonary artery are discussed at a multidisciplinary heart patient review board in which medical specialists at the hospital meet and make all treatment decisions through a consensus process. Previously published data from our group suggests that only a minority of patients theoretically eligible for TPVR actually receive the treatment.

The aims of this study were: (1) to describe individual factors governing the decision between surgical conduit replacement and TPVR; and (2) to describe the underlying factors that prevent a planned TPVR from being performed.

Materials and methods

The study was performed at Sahlgrenska University Hospital Östra, which is one of two full-service tertiary centers in Sweden, together accounting for all adult congenital cardiac surgery in the country. This hospital accounts for tertiary care for a population of ~5 million people, including 60–70 endovascular interventions in adults with congenital heart disease. The multidisciplinary heart patient review board consists of congenital cardiologists, adult congenital cardiothoracic surgeons, interventionists, echo specialists, and radiologists. At least one representative of each specialty is present.

We examined relevant medical records for all adult patients discussed by the multidisciplinary heart patient review board in Gothenburg between the years 2008 and 2015. Only adult patients were included (age over 18 years). Patients of relevance to our study were those with previous conduit surgery and patients with congenital or postoperative acquired malformation of the RVOT or pulmonary artery for whom further treatment was discussed. One hundred of these patients were evaluated for surgical or percutaneous treatment of the RVOT and/or pulmonary artery and were thus eligible to be included in our study. The patients were evaluated a total of 118 times. Further background and clinical information on these patients, including medical records and results from physiological and radiological examinations, was obtained from the hospital records.

Both patients with a previously implanted (pre-existing) conduit and non-conduit patients were included. Patients were assigned to one of four outcome groups depending on the decision made by the review board. These four outcome groups were: conduit surgery, TPVR, further investigation needed, and watch-and-wait. In a few cases, the review board was unable to decide between watch-and-wait and further investigation. Two of the authors (KS and MD) conducted a blind reassessment of these cases before reaching a joint decision.

All calculations were created in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and the patients were anonymized by replacing the personal identity number with an individual numerical code for each patient. Because of the limited number of patients and a significant disparity in reported individual medical data, only descriptive statistics were used.

Ethics

The study used anonymized data for all patients and ethical approval was given by the Regional Ethics Committee of Gothenburg. Patient recruitment was based on patient participation in the national quality registry SWEDCON. SWEDCON which is a national quality register that is approved by the proper authorities and, as most quality registers in Sweden, has been granted a waiver regarding written informed consent.
Written information and verbal information are the only legal requirement on a national level. However, our institution has added a local requirement of written informed consent from all participants in the registry. In addition, we had a local project, examining all patients with an implanted conduit by additional magnetic resonance imaging, X-testing and clinical outcomes. Thus, all patients were included only after approval of the projects by the proper local ethical authorities, and all patients had provided written informed consent.

**Results**

Between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2015 (after TPVR was introduced at our hospital in 2008), 100 adult patients with clinical problems related to RVOT were assessed by the hospital’s multidisciplinary heart patient review board, in total 118 times. The medical records were examined and results from imaging studies and functional assessments were presented. The baseline characteristics of the 100 patients at their first evaluation by the review board are given in Table 1. Fifteen patients were discussed more than once.

The treatment decisions were divided into the predetermined four outcome groups: surgical conduit implantation, TPVR, watch-and-wait, and further investigation needed. The most common outcome decision was to offer surgical implantation of a conduit, which occurred in 63 cases. TPVR was recommended in 16 cases, watch-and-wait in 26 cases, and further investigation in 13 cases.

**Multidisciplinary heart patient review board decisions for patients with a pre-existing conduit**

Out of the total of 118 cases, there were 51 cases (47 patients, of whom 32 were male) where the patient had a pre-existing conduit. The average age was 33.1 years and 38 patients had tetralogy of Fallot. They had a mean of 2.3 previous thoracic surgeries (range 1–5) and a mean of 1.4 previous conduit implantations (range 1–4).

The outcome decision in these 51 cases where the patients had an existing conduit are presented in Table 2.

In the group with a pre-existing conduit, 15 cases were recommended for surgical conduit replacement. Within this group there was a clinically relevant conduit dysfunction in 14 cases. In one case, other surgery was planned and the decision was to add conduit replacement to the planned surgical procedure. In five of these 14 cases, the review board suggested surgical conduit replacement instead of TPVR because of an elevated risk of compressing the coronary arteries with a TPVR. In six out of 15 cases, the patient needed additional cardiac surgery in addition to the conduit. Two of the 15 patients required additional cardiac surgery as well as presenting an elevated risk of coronary compression. In the remaining case, the size or other traits of the existing conduit were deemed unsuitable for TPVR.

In the group with pre-existing conduits, the board’s outcome decision was watch-and-wait in 14 cases. The most common candidates for watch-and-wait, present in eight out of the 14 cases, were patients with limited or slow disease-associated progress of heart dysfunction and asymptomatic patients with a high level of physical functioning.

In six out of 51 cases where the patient had a pre-existing conduit, the outcome decision was that further investigations were needed to make a correct decision regarding intervention.

**Technical success of TPVR**

In the group with an existing conduit, a total of 16 decisions to implant TPVR were made by the multidisciplinary heart patient review board. The total number of patients was 15, consisting of nine men and six women. The average age was 38.4 years for men and 31.2 years for women. The average number of previous surgeries was 2.7 for women and 2.5 for men.

Among the 16 decisions to attempt TPVR implantation, nine actual implantations were performed (five in women). In the last 3 years of the study only one patient was...

**Table 1** Patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>All=100, Conduit (n=47)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>39 women, 61 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, years, (range)</td>
<td>35.1 (18–69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrology of Fallot, n (%)</td>
<td>56 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary atresia, n (%)</td>
<td>12 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross-operated congenital aortic valve disease, n (%)</td>
<td>8 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transposition, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double outlet right ventricle, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary stenosis, n (%)</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncus arteriosus, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary atresia + transposition, n (%)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Decisions in pre-existing conduit group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-existing conduit decisions</th>
<th>Cases=51</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Further investigations needed or watch-and-wait</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention deemed necessary</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Conduit surgery</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– TPVR (transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
recommended for TPVR without actually receiving it. The remaining six failures to implant were in the first 5 years of the study. The success rate was 83% among women patients and 44% among male patients. The most common reason for not performing TPVR was that the conduit dimension was large and dilated and thus the patient’s anatomy was unsuitable for TPVR (n=3). In two cases TPVR was not performed because of a high risk of coronary artery compression, as assessed during the procedure. The remaining cases were not performed because of preoperative overestimation of the severity of pulmonary dysfunction (n=1), or a lack of patient compliance (n=1).

**Multidisciplinary heart patient review board decisions in patients without a pre-existing conduit**

In the group of patients without pre-existing conduits, a total of 67 cases (53 patients) were assessed. The mean age was 36.7 years, (range 19–67 years) and the mean number of previous thoracic surgeries was 1.5. The most common malformation was tetralogy of Fallot, in 38 cases of 49, followed by pulmonary atresia and pulmonary stenosis. In 49 cases, the patient was accepted for conduit surgery, 15 were assigned to watch-and-wait, and in three cases further evaluation was deemed necessary.

A summary of the overall findings is shown in Figure 1.

**Discussion**

A standardized multidisciplinary approach has been shown to be feasible in complex cardiovascular decisions. Furthermore, it enhances and contributes to stability in clinical decision-making. In this study, the focus was to examine the implementation of TPVR (Melody) in adult patients with malformations associated with congenital heart disease and RVOT, based on outcome decisions at the multidisciplinary heart patient review board.

We found that, even though approximately half of all the patients with RVOT or pulmonary artery malformations discussed by the review board had a pre-existing conduit, and thereby in theory should be eligible for TPVR, yet only a minority (31%) of these patients were recommended for this treatment. The number of patients recommended for TPVR appears low in comparison to other studies. The main reason for the review board choosing to refrain from TPVR

---

**Figure 1** Flow chart for all 100 patients included in the study, of whom 47 had a pre-existing conduit and were thus eligible for TPVR. The final outcome was that TPVR treatment was actually performed in only nine cases.

**Abbreviations:** RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; TPVR, transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement.
was the need for concomitant cardiac surgical procedures but also concern about the risk of coronary compressions. Unsuitable anatomy of the conduit (too dilated) seemed to be less of a concern to the review board; only in one case was it given as the reason for rejecting TPVR. Thus, the risk of coronary compression, which represents the main reason for perioperative mortality in this group (incidence 1%) appears to have been the major concern. This relatively low occurrence of decisions favoring TPVR for this group might be considered somewhat surprising, considering the fact that TPVR is a less invasive method for treating right ventricle to pulmonary artery conduit dysfunction. One explanation might be that the criteria for recommending TPVR are too narrow and conservative. The risk of coronary compressions appears to be a major concern at the review board. Is it over-estimated? Is there, despite this concern, reason to proceed to invasive evaluation of coronaries in more cases, in order to enable more patients to have TPVR?

Furthermore, the selection of patients to be considered by the review board may be biased. The low rate of outcome decisions for surgery or TPVR compared to watch-and-wait or further investigation may appear too conservative; on the other hand, the multidisciplinary review board is an important forum for the discussion of complex cases when aiming for high quality of care. Limiting the number of patients to be assessed may have a negative impact on patient care.

Another interesting finding is that almost half (seven out of 16) of the cases where the outcome decision was for TPVR did not receive this treatment. This was mainly because the conduit was anatomically unsuitable for implantation but also because of a risk of coronary artery compression after invasive evaluation. The conduit was too large in three of the cases. There are reports on stenting (Russian doll technique) with multiple pre-stenting to reduce the conduit lumen size. Clearly the valve should be developed to fit large and dilated conduits in order to improve applicability. Moreover, TPVR has been conducted elsewhere using the Edwards valve (Edwards Life Sciences), which is available in larger sizes (23–26 mm and 29 mm for the Edwards XT) whereas the Melody® valve used in our hospital is only available in sizes 18–22 mm. Use of this device could improve applicability. Another important aspect in this patient group is the preoperative radiological assessment at the multidisciplinary review board. This assessment did not raise concerns for the applicability of TPVR. It is possible that clinicians in some cases proceeded to attempt TPVR instead of surgery in borderline cases since the technique is less invasive and provides an attractive alternative to surgery for the patient. Another possible explanation is that the pre-procedural radiological examinations were not specifically targeted to examine conduit anatomy in detail. Moreover, in the last 3 years of the study period, only one patient with the outcome decision TPVR did not actually receive the treatment, suggesting a learning curve in selecting suitable candidates for TPVR.

Of the 51 cases with conduit dysfunction, two-thirds were considered to be in need of some kind of intervention for their problematic RVOT. Of these 31 patients, 16 were considered eligible for TPVR but only nine patients (18% of the total number evaluated) actually received the treatment. Even accounting for the eight patients in need of concomitant cardiac surgery, the chance of a patient with conduit failure having a TPVR was very low: less than one in four. We conclude that surgical conduit implantation and replacement of failing conduits appear to be the most applicable line of treatment despite the introduction of TPVR. New and improved TPVR suitable for patients with different anatomical variants may increase the applicability of the technique.

**Limitations**

The low number of available patients limited the scope for statistical analysis. Because patients had to be evaluated at the multidisciplinary heart patient review board to be included in the study, we were unable to include occasional patients managed in the clinic. The study was a single-institution study and the results obtained reflects this institution.

**Conclusion**

We conclude that, among patients with congenital heart disease involving the RVOT, surgical conduit implantation was the main treatment option in native RVOT as well as in pre-existing dysfunctional conduits, which theoretically makes TPVR an applicable alternative. The risk of coronary compression and unfavorable conduit anatomy were the main concerns preventing the use of TPVR in this study. Despite case discussion at a multidisciplinary heart patient review board often recommending TPVR treatment, it was not found to be applicable in many of these cases. The applicability of TPVR may increase with evolution of the technique to suit more anatomical variants.
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